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You are a space-captain racing against rivaling lunar-landers. Your goal is to 

land and rendezvous 15 times. Can you beat the competition or set an 

unbeatable mission-time? 

 

Five challenging levels, including limitations and sudden death. 
 
Controls (1-4 paddles): 

Press button to activate retrofire. 

Turn knob to adjust level of thrust. 

 

Gameplay: 

Land first, then rendezvous. Yes, it’s that easy, nothing more to do than this. 

 

Mothership: 

Docking is not hard, just hit the bottom of the ship when it’s directly above you. But with 

increasing score, docking needs to be more precise! 

 

Retrofire: 

Giving more than 50% thrust will heat-up the ship. Brightness of your ship reflects heating up. 

Don’t explode! 

 

Gravity: 

The brightness of surface reflects the gravity. Dark planet equals low gravity, so you better 

adjust your thrust to this phenomena! 

 

Fuel: 

Watch your fuel level, running out of fuel is the worst thing that can happen. Rendezvous will 

fill up. Crashing costs fuel, drop-height increases this. 

 

Lost in Space: 

Gravity drops when you are up in orbit, watch your thrust and do not get lost in space. When you 

do, your score will be halved! 

 

Time: 

Crashing costs time, drop-height increases this. Play tactical with time and fuel. 



INSTRUCTION SHEET 
 

Intro-screen 

 
Press (SELECT) to change the game mode. 

-Normal (Changing gravity on rendezvous) 

-No re-fuel (start with 99 fuel, but no re-fuel on rendezvous) 

-3 Minutes (Normal game with a 3 minute time limit) 

-Sudden Death (Lost in space can end the game early…..) 

-Beginner (Gravity does not change and is set to medium) 

-Play Voice (Let’s hear it again, 32k machines only) 

Press (START) to enter the game 

 

Game-screens 

   
When the countdown is in progress; Press your button to join the game. 

 

When the game is in progress; Pressing the button ignites your retro-fire. 

Press (SELECT) to return to the intro-screen or (START) to restart the same game-mode. 

 

S = Score 

F = Fuel 

T = Thrust 

00:00:00 = Game-time 


